
LED TUBE
Microwave Sensor

Rheinland

We reimaged the concept of power conservation.  Our manual adjustable microwave sensor 
tube is the first in the LED market to allow end users to adjust the shut off time, and the 
brightness of the tube.  It can help save 70% more electricity over traditional LED tubes 
and 200% more electricity over fluorescent tubes.  Suitable for a wide range of venues 
such as parking garages, warehouses, offices, corridors, and factories. Reducing your 
energy consumption and saving money is now a simple matter.
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By installing an optional photocell (day light harvest sensor), it instructs the tube to turn on only when 
the ambient environment is dark.  This helps to further save energy by harvesting outside lighting. 

This sensor tube is designed to reduce as much power usage as possible by allowing user to set 
different power consumption base on individual usage scenario.  The cost of stocking Josgood’s 
microwave sensor tube compare to the traditional pre-programmed sensor LED tube is that one item 
accommodates all the consumer’s need. 

TIME: When user is away from detection zone, light tube will stay on based on the set time. (5S, 
30S, 1M, 3M, 5M, 10M, 20M, 30M, 60M).

LUX: When user is away from detection zone, the power consumption of the tube will be reduced to 
the set amount. (0%-OFF, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%).

LED Tube's end cap is rotatable 90º clockwise and counter clockwise. This can accurately position 
the tube to the direction of the sensing and lighting area.

Utilizing the Doppler principle, radar signal is emitted and received to intelligently detect the surrounding 
environment.  If there is a moving object within the detection range the tube will be fully light.  If 
there aren't any moving objects within the detection range the light will act according to the 
customer's adjustment settings.

Maximum sensing distance upto 10 meters.
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microwave sensor tube compare to the traditional pre-programmed sensor LED tube is that one item
accommodates all the consumer’s need. 



Dimensions (Unit: mm)

Specification 

Model Watts CCT Lumens CRI Beam
Angle DimensionsWorking

  Temp.Input Voltage IP

T8-12020-WWK-MS AC 100-265V 18W 3000K-3500K 1600Lm 80 120° Ø28×L1200mm-20°C~45°C

T8-12020-NWK-MS AC 100-265V 18W 4000K-4500K 1700Lm 80 120° Ø28×L1200mm-20°C~45°C

T8-12020-CWK-MS AC 100-265V 18W 5500K-6000K 1800Lm 80 120° Ø28×L1200mm-20°C~45°C

IP50

IP50

IP50

T8-15020-WWK-MS AC 100-265V 23W 3000K-3500K 1950Lm 80 120° Ø28×L1500mm-20°C~45°C

T8-15020-WWK-MS AC 100-265V 23W 4000K-4500K 2050Lm 80 120° Ø28×L1500mm-20°C~45°C

T8-15020-WWK-MS AC 100-265V 23W 5500K-6000K 2200Lm 80 120° Ø28×L1500mm-20°C~45°C

IP50

IP50

IP50

T8-6010-WWK-MS AC 100-265V 10W 3000K-3500K 850Lm 80 120° Ø28×L600mm-20°C~45°C

T8-6010-NWK-MS AC 100-265V 10W 4000K-4500K 980Lm 80 120° Ø28×L600mm-20°C~45°C

T8-6010-CWK-MS AC 100-265V 10W 5500K-6000K 1000Lm 80 120° Ø28×L600mm-20°C~45°C

IP50

IP50

IP50

18Watts   5500K-6000K

Lighting Data 

Angle:104.01deg
Height Diameter

 UNIT

AVERAGE BEAM ANGLE(50%):  DEG

Ø
30Ø

28



OFF STATE             1.1W 2.3W 3.2W 4.2W

OFF STATE             1.5W 3.5W 5.5W 7.5W

OFF STATE             2.5W 5.4W 7.3W 9.5W

LUX 0%              LUX 10%               LUX 20% LUX 30%              LUX 40% Specification

Power Usage

600mm    10watts

1200mm  18watts

1500mm  23watts

Power Saving
Setting  One

Setting  Two

☆When object is in the detection area, sensor tube
turns on.

☆When object is away from detection area after
30 seconds, the tube will turn off.

★When object is in the detection area, sensor tube
turns on.

★When object is away from detection area after 5min-
    utes, the sensor tube’s brightness reduces to 20%
    and consumes 3.5 watts.




